Dear Jerry,

3/23/66

Glad I found what you need to get what you want. "Do not go for that silly, unprofessional, unscientific stuff, not to take seriously. Even the WC decided they could not use it!"

I'm curious, if you've heard or can learn, about how big a bomb that silly and sick sailor atrocity on Oswald was; how many copies were printed, how many sold, what happened to the remainder. I've been suspecting they might appear with soft covers. I do not plan any more writing about that. I have a lengthy manuscript on it, part of the record I'm waiting to leave for history. The young woman who has been retyping it for more than a year just returned three chapters. She is halfway through it and it is almost 300 pages. Sailor must be financially desperate or bad probes in his head to have dared such a stupidity, ignorant as he is of the subject matter. He kept himself that ignorant, too.

I've done a very large work, more than one me, quite a few, under the general topic, inside the JFK Assassination Industry. Both extremes. I'm the only one in the middle. I'm a little critical of myself, too.

If anything happens to open the subject up, Good College will have all the manuscripts and will own all my work and files, etc.

If the book publishers were not all cowards there could be real value in this work. You should see the letters I get and the calls! The market is there for solid, reasonable writing. Nothing else has any real chance any more.

There used to be two fairly liberal men who ran头皮el back when. Are they still in it? If they are, do you remember their names and can you give me their address?

Be careful not that scrupulous! There is not a dependable word in it and you can hurt your reputation if you trust and use any of it.

Est.

[Signature]